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demonstrate all the possible cases that lead to the tripotency of a lin-
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that mutually commute. By utilizing block technique and returning
the partitioned matrices to their original forms, we derive the suf-
ficient and necessary conditions such that a linear combination of
three mutually commuting involutory matrices is tripotent.
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1. Introduction
If A is an n × n real symmetric matrix and x is an n × 1 real vector having the multivariate normal
distribution Nn(0, In),where In stands for the identity matrix, and 0 stands for the zero matrix, then a
necessary and sufficient condition for the quadratic form x′Ax with x′ denoting the transpose of x, to
be distributed as a chi-square variable is that A2 = A, for details see, for example, [1, Theorem 5.1.1,
3, Lemma 9.1.2, 4, Section 2.4]. In the above practical problem, the square of matrix A equals to itself,
i.e. A2 = A, such matrix A is called an idempotent matrix. Quadratic forms with idempotent matrices
are extensively used in statistical theory [11,15]. It is natural to expand the square form to the higher-
power form. If the t − square of a matrix equals to itself, then we call such matrix a t − potent matrix,
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Table 1.1
Summary of known results and open problems.
Expressions X is idempotent X is tripotent X is involutory
With com-
mutativity
between Xi
Without
commu-
tativity
between
Xi
With commuta-
tivity between Xi
Without
commu-
tativity
between
Xi
With com-
mutativity
between Xi
Without
commu-
tativity
between
Xi
X = c1X1 + c2X2 (1) X2i = Xi
(2) X21 = X1,
X32 = X2
(3) X21 = X1,
Xt2 = X2
(4) X2i = In
(18) X
t1
1 = X1,
X
t2
2 = X2
(7) X2i = Xi
(8) X21 = X1,
X32 = X2
(9) X21 = X1,
Xt2 = X2
(10) X2i = In
(19) X
t1
1 = X1,
X
t2
2 = X2
(11) X3i = Xi
(12) X2i = In
(20) X31 = X1,
Xt2 = X2
(21) X
t1
1 = X1,
X
t2
2 = X2
(22) X3i = Xi
(23) X2i = Xi
(24) X2i = In
(13) X2i = Xi
(14) X3i = Xi
(15) X2i = In
(16) X2i = Xi
(17) X2i = In
(25) X3i = Xi
X = c1X1 + c2X2 +
c3X3
(5) X2j = Xj ,
XkXj = XjXk
(6) X2j = Xj ,
X2X3 = X3X2= 0
(26) X2j = Xj
(27) X3j = Xj
(28) X2j = In
(29) XkXj = XjXk ,
X2j = Xj
(30) XkXj = XjXk ,
X2j = In
(31) XkXj = XjXk ,
X2i = In , X33 = X3
(32) XkXj = XjXk ,
X21 = In , X32 = X2,
X33 = X3
(33) XkXj = XjXk ,
X3j = Xj
(34) X2j = Xj
(35) X2j = In
(36) X3j = Xj
(37) X3j = Xj
(38) X2j = Xj
(39) X2j = In
(40) X3j = Xj
(41) X2j = Xj
(42) X2j = In
where t ≥ 2 is a natural number. For instance, we choose t = 3. Then we call a matrix a tripotent
matrix if the cubic square of the matrix equals to itself. We name an n× n square matrix involutory if
the square of it equals to the identity matrix, that is A2 = In. It is easy to find that a special case of a
tripotent matrix is an involutory matrix.
For convenience of further interpretation in the following parts, we would like to introduce some
necessary notations. We denote the set of all real numbers and that of all complex numbers by R
and C, respectively. Rn,n and Cm,n stand for the set of all n × n matrices defined in R and that of
all m × n matrices defined in C. CTn := {T ∈ Cn,n : T3 = T}, CPn = {P ∈ Cn,n : P2 = P} and
C
IT
n = {T ∈ Cn,n : T2 = In}. We use r(K) to denote the rank of matrix K inCm,n. Apparently,CITn is a
subset ofCTn .
Now let us review what have been dealt with and what are still open. For convenience, we make a
table to show these existing results and unsolved problems concerning this direction. In the following
form, each X , Xi, Xj , Xk stands for amatrix inCn,n respectively with t1, t2 ≥ 2 are natural numbers and
i = 1, 2; j, k = 1, 2, 3.
In Table 1.1, in the corresponding column the equation(s) in each case in provide(s) the assumption
under which all possible cases leading to the conclusion displayed in the top line of the correspond-
ing column have been characterized. Cases (1)–(17) are known results and cases (18)–(42) are open
problems. The above table just makes a summary of the known results and the open problems. For ex-
ample, J.K. Baksalary and O.M. Baksalary characterized all situations in which a linear combination of
two idempotent matrices is idempotent, which corresponds to cases (1) and (7) [2]. For the remaining
cases, the readers are referred to [1,3,4,6–9,12–14,16,17]. In this paper, we solve cases (30) and (31),
which are special cases of (32) and (33) corresponding to open problems as well.
Here, let T denote the linear combination of the three tripotent matrices T1, T2, T3, i.e.
T = c1T1 + c2T2 + c3T3. (1.1)
According to [5], the quadric from x′Ax is distributed as a difference of two independent χ2 variables
if and only if A is tripotent. Consequently, the problem concerning the tripotency of T in the form of
(1.1) is related to the question of when a linear combination of three quadratic forms x′T1x, x′T2x and
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x′T3x (specified by symmetric and commuting T1, T2, T3 ∈ Rn,n), which are distributed respectively
as a difference of two independent χ2 variables, is also distributed as such a difference.
This paper aims at characterizing all the situations in which a linear combination of two involutory
matrices and a tripotent matrix that mutually commute is also tripotent. However, due to the length
of both the representation of the results and the corresponding proof, we divide this case into the
following two subcases
(a) all the situations in which a linear combination of three involutory matrices that mutually
commute is also tripotent;
(b) all the situations inwhicha linear combinationof two involutorymatrices andanonzero singular
tripotent matrix that mutually commute is also tripotent.
This has another great advantage that we can utilize the result and idea when proving subcase (b).
Most importantly, the readers may not be bored with the proof of (b) after they are familiar with the
main idea applied in proving subcase (a).
Themain ideasemployed in thispaper is thatwefirstuseblock technique topartitionmatrices in the
sense of similarity; then we compare both the coefficients and the partitioned blocks in order that the
linear combination is idempotent or tripotent; finallywe return the blocks to originalmatrices in form.
2. Main result
Before we give the main results of this paper, let us recall an existing lemma to assist us to prove
the main theorems.
Lemma 2.1 [4]. For nonzero c1, c2 ∈ C and nonzero matrices T1, T2 ∈ CTn, satisfying the commutativity
property T1T2 = T2T1, let T be their linear combination of the formT = c1T1+c2T2. Under the assumptions
that T2 = T1 and T2 = −T1, the matrix T is tripotent if and only if any of the following cases holds:
(i) c1 = 1, c2 = −1 or c1 = −1, c2 = 1 and T21 T2 = T1T22 ,
(ii) c1 = 1, c2 = −2 or c1 = −1, c2 = 2 and T21 T2 = T2 = T1T22 ,
(iii) c1 = 2, c2 = −1 or c1 = −2, c2 = 1 and T21 T2 = T1 = T1T22 ,
(iv) c1 = 1, c2 = 1 or c1 = −1, c2 = −1 and T21 T2 = −T1T22 ,
(v) c1 = 1, c2 = 2 or c1 = −1, c2 = −2 and T21 T2 = T2 = −T1T22 ,
(vi) c1 = 2, c2 = 1 or c1 = −2, c2 = −1 and T21 T2 = −T1 = −T1T22 ,
(vii) c1 = 12 , c2 = 12 or c1 = 12 , c2 = − 12 or c1 = − 12 , c2 = 12 or c1 = − 12 , c2 = − 12 and T21 T2 = T2,
T1T
2
2 = T1.
In the following theorem, we will solve problem (30), i.e., we will demonstrate the sufficient and
necessary conditions such that a linear combination of three involutory matrices that mutually com-
mute is tripotent.
Theorem 2.2. Let T1, T2, T3 ∈ CITn mutually commute, i.e., satisfying conditions
TjTk = TkTj, j = k and j, k = 1, 2, 3. (2.1)
Moreover, let T be a linear combination of the form (1.1), with nonzero c1, c2, c3 ∈ C. Then the following
list comprises characterizations of all cases in which T is a tripotent matrix:
(a) Ti = Tj = ±Tk, holds along with
(|ci + cj|, |ck|) ∈
{(
1
2
,
1
2
)
, (0, 1)
}
;
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(b) TiTjTk + Tk = Ti + Tj and Ti = ±Tj, Ti = ±Tk, Tj = ±Tk, hold along with
(ci, cj, ck) ∈
{(
1,
1
2
,−1
2
)
,
(
−1,−1
2
,
1
2
)
,
(
1
2
,
1
2
,−1
)
,
(
−1
2
,−1
2
, 1
)}
;
(c) T1 + T2 + T3 + T1T2T3 = 0 and T1 = ±T2, T1 = ±T3, T2 = ±T3, hold along with
(ci, cj, ck) ∈
{(
1
2
,
1
2
, 1
)
,
(
−1
2
,−1
2
,−1
)}
;
(d) Ti = −Tj = ±Tk, holds along with
(|ci − cj|, |ck|) ∈
{(
1
2
,
1
2
)
, (0, 1)
}
;
(e) T1 = T2 = T3, holds along with
c1 + c2 + c3 ∈ {0, 1,−1};
(f) Ti = Tj = −Tk, holds along with
ci + cj − ck ∈ {0, 1,−1},
where i = j, i = k, j = k, and i, j, k = 1, 2, 3.
Proof. Straightforward calculations show that matrix T of the form (1.1) is tripotent if and only if
(c31T
3
1 − c1T1) + (c32T32 − c2T2) + (c33T33 − c3T3)
+ c21c2(T21 T2 + T2T21 + T1T2T1) + c21c3(T21 T3 + T3T21 + T1T3T1)
+ c1c22(T1T22 + T22 T1 + T2T1T2)
+ c1c23(T1T23 + T23 T1 + T3T1T3) + c22c3(T3T22 + T22 T3 + T2T3T2)
+ c2c23(T2T23 T23 T2 + T3T2T3)
+ c1c2c3(T1T2T3 + T1T3T2 + T2T3T1 + T2T1T3 + T3T1T2 + T3T2T1) = 0
(2.2)
Clearly, taking into account assumption (2.1) and the fact that T2i = In, i = 1, 2, 3, Eq. (2.2) reduces
to
(c31 − c1 + 3c1c23 + 3c1c22)T1 + (c32 − c2 + 3c2c21 + 3c2c23)T2
+ (c33 − c3 + 3c3c21 + 3c3c22)T3 + 6c1c2c3T1T2T3 = 0
(2.3)
Sufficiencyof the conditions revealed in (a)–(f) in this theorem followsbydirect verificationof criterion
(2.3).
However, when it comes to the necessity of the theorem, it seems to be a little tough. In the proof
of necessity, we utilize the fact that every tripotent (and therefore involutory) matrix is diagonalizable
[10], and thus there exits a nonsingular matrixW ∈ Cn,n such that
T1 = W(Ip ⊕ (−Iq))W−1, (2.4)
where p + q = n and “⊕′′ denotes a direct sum. Clearly, 0  p  n and if p = 0, then the former of
the summands in representation (2.4) vanishes, and so does the latter if p = n. Since T1, T2 as well as
T1, T3 commute, and according to Theorem 1.3.12 of [10], we can represent T2 and T3 as
T2 = W(X ⊕ Y)W−1 (2.5)
and
T3 = W(U ⊕ V)W−1 (2.6)
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withX,U ∈ Cp,p, Y, V ∈ Cq,q, where Y andV vanishwhen p = n and so doX andUwhen p = 0. From
the involution of both T2 and T3, it follows that X, Y,U, V are all involutory, in addition (2.1) ensures
that XU = UX and YV = VY . Again recall the fact that every involutory matrix is diagonalizable , and
thus there exits a nonsingular matrixW1 ∈ Cp,p such that
X = W1(Ip1 ⊕ (−Ip2))W−11 ;
similarly, there also exists a nonsingular matrixW2 ∈ Cq,q such that
Y = W2(Iq1 ⊕ (−Iq2))W−12 ,
where p1 + p2 = p and q1 + q2 = q. Clearly, 0  p1  p, 0  q1  q. Since X , Ip as well as X , U
commute, we can represent
Ip = W1(Ip1 ⊕ Ip2)W−11 ,
U = W1(U1 ⊕ U2)W−11 .
Similarly, since Y , Iq as well as Y , V commute, we can represent
Iq = W2(Iq1 ⊕ Iq2)W−12 ,
V = W2(V1 ⊕ V2)W−12 .
Here,
Ui ∈ Cpi,pi , Vi ∈ Cqi,qi , i = 1, 2.
From the involution of U and V , it follows that U1, U2, V1, V2 are all involutory. Hence,
T1 = W(W1 ⊕ W2)((Ip1 ⊕ Ip2) ⊕ ((−Iq1) ⊕ (−Iq2)))(W1 ⊕ W2)−1W−1, (2.7)
T2 = W(W1 ⊕ W2)((Ip1 ⊕ (−Ip2)) ⊕ ((Iq1) ⊕ (−Iq2)))(W1 ⊕ W2)−1W−1, (2.8)
T3 = W(W1 ⊕ W2)((U1 ⊕ U2) ⊕ (V1 ⊕ V2))(W1 ⊕ W2)−1W−1. (2.9)
Apparently, by a simple permutation, which is a kind of similarity transformation, T1, T2, T3 can be
equivalently transformed intoM⊕N,M⊕ (−N),U′ ⊕V ′, respectively, with the nonsingular similarity
transformation S, where
M = Ip1 ⊕ (−Iq2) ∈ Cp1+q2,p1+q2 ,
N = Ip2 ⊕ (−Iq1) ∈ Cp2+q1,p2+q1 ,
U′ = U1 ⊕ V2 ∈ Cp1+q2,p1+q2 ,
V ′ = U2 ⊕ V1 ∈ Cp2+q1,p2+q1 .
So far, it is clear that the tripotency of c1T1 + c2T2 + c3T3 is equivalent to the tripotency of both
(c1 + c2)M + c3U′ and (c1 − c2)N + c3V ′. Due to the involution of T1, T2, T3, we haveM, N, U′, V ′ are
all involutory.
In the first step of the proof, from conditions (2.1), M, U′ commute as well as N ,V ′, i.e., satisfying
conditions
MU′ = U′M (2.10)
and
NV ′ = V ′N. (2.11)
Thus, we can prove (c1 + c2)M + c3U′ is tripotent if and only if any of the following sets of conditions
holds:
M = U′, c1 + c2 + c3 ∈ {0, 1,−1}; (2.12)
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M = −U′, c1 + c2 − c3 ∈ {0, 1,−1}; (2.13)
|c1 + c2| = 1
2
, |c3| = 1
2
. (2.14)
Sets (2.12) and (2.13) constitute characterizations of situations in which a scalar multiple of a tripotent
matrix is also tripotent with the fact that M and U′ are both involutory, while set (2.14) follows from
Lemma 2.1.
In the second step of the proof, it is obvious that matrix (c1 − c2)N + c3V ′ is tripotent if and only
if any of the following sets of conditions holds:
N = V ′, c1 − c2 + c3 ∈ {0, 1,−1}; (2.15)
N = −V ′, c1 − c2 − c3 ∈ {0, 1,−1}; (2.16)
|c1 − c2| = 1
2
, |c3| = 1
2
. (2.17)
Sets (2.15) and (2.16) constitute characterizations of situations in which a scalar multiple of a tripotent
matrix is also tripotent with the fact that M and U′ are both involutory, while set (2.17) follows from
Lemma 2.1.
In the next step of the proof, we establish the necessary and sufficient conditions ensuring that
(c1+c2)M+c3U′ and (c1−c2)N+c3V ′ are both tripotent. This aim can be accomplished by combining
each of the three characterizations (2.12), (2.13), (2.14) with each of the three characterizations (2.15),
(2.16), (2.17). First, observe that set (2.14) and set (2.17) cannot hold simultaneously, since |c1+c2| = 12
and |c1 − c2| = 12 will lead to c1 = 0 or c2 = 0, which contradicts with ci = 0, i = 1, 2, 3. In
consequence, only eight conjunctions of characterizations remain to be considered. Second, due to the
same reason,
c1 + c2 + c3 = c1 − c2 + c3,
c1 + c2 + c3 = −(c1 − c2 − c3),
c1 + c2 − c3 = −(c1 − c2 + c3),
c1 + c2 − c3 = c1 − c2 − c3.
Then it is enough for us to complete this proof by dealing with (a)–(f) separately.
(a) Combining sets (2.12) and (2.15) under the assumptions 0 < p1 + q2 < n and 0 < p2 + q1 < n,
yields
(|c2|, |c1 + c3|) ∈
{(
1
2
,
1
2
)
, (1, 0)
}
,
and
M = U′,N = V ′. (2.18)
We can verify that Eq. (2.18) can be equivalently expressed in terms of matrices T1, T2, T3 as
T1 = T3 = ±T2.
Hence, replacing indexes “1”, “2”, “3” by “i”, “j”, “k” respectively, where i = j, i = k, j = k, i, j
for k = 1, 2, 3, leads to characteristic (a) of the theorem. The same characteristic with (a) can
be shown in other ways, for instance, combining sets (2.12) and (2.16) under the assumptions
0 < p1 + q2 < n and 0 < p2 + q1 < n as well as dealing with set (2.14) under the assumption
p2 + q1 = 0.
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(b) Combining sets (2.12) and (2.17) under the assumptions 0 < p1 + q2 < n and 0 < p2 + q1 < n,
yields
(c1, c2, c3) ∈
{(
1,
1
2
,−1
2
)
,
(
−1,−1
2
,
1
2
)
,
(
1
2
,
1
2
,−1
)
,
(
−1
2
,−1
2
, 1
)}
,
and
M = U′. (2.19)
We can verify that Eq. (2.19) can be equivalently expressed in terms of matrices T1, T2, T3 as
T1T2T3 + T3 = T1 + T2
with
T1 = ±T2, T1 = ±T3, T2 = ±T3.
Hence, replacing indexes “1”, “2”, “3” by “i”, “j”, “k” respectively, where i = j, i = k, j = k for
i, j, k = 1, 2, 3, leads to characteristic (b) of the theorem. Also, the same characteristic with (b)
can be derived by other approaches, like combining sets (2.14) and (2.15) or combining (2.14)
and (2.16) under the assumptions 0 < p1 + q2 < n and 0 < p2 + q1 < n.
(c) Combining sets (2.13) and (2.17) under the assumptions 0 < p1 + q2 < n and 0 < p2 + q1 < n
yields
(c1, c2, c3) ∈
{(
1,
1
2
,
1
2
)
,
(
1
2
, 1,
1
2
)
,
(
1
2
,
1
2
, 1
)
,
(
−1,−1
2
,−1
2
)
,
(
−1
2
,−1,−1
2
)
,
(
−1
2
,−1
2
,−1
)}
and
M = −U′. (2.20)
It is easy to prove that Eq. (2.20) can be equivalently expressed in terms of matrices T1, T2, T3 as
T1T2T3 + T1 + T2 + T3 = 0.
Hence, in this case, it leads to characteristic (c) of the theorem.
(d) Combining sets (2.13) and (2.15) under the assumptions 0 < p1 + q2 < n and 0 < p2 + q1 < n
yields
(|c1|, |c2 − c3|) ∈
{(
1
2
,
1
2
)
, (1, 0)
}
,
and
M = −U′,N = V ′. (2.21)
It is easy to prove that Eq. (2.21) can be equivalently expressed in terms of matrices T1, T2, T3 as
T2 = −T3 = ±T1.
Hence, replacing indexes “1”, “2”, “3” by “i”, “j” , “k” respectively, where i = j, i = k, j = k
for i, j, k = 1, 2, 3, leads to characteristic (d) of the theorem. The same characteristic with (d)
may be demonstrated by other means, for example, combining sets (2.13) and (2.16) under the
assumptions 0 < p1 + q2 < n and 0 < p2 + q1 < n or dealing with set (2.17) under the
assumption p1 + q2 = 0.
(e) Set (2.12) under the assumption p2 + q1 = 0 yields
c1 + c2 + c3 ∈ {0, 1,−1}
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and Eq. (2.19). We can easily verify that Eq. (2.19) can be equivalently expressed in terms of
matrices T1, T2, T3 as
T1 = T2 = T3.
Hence, it leads to characteristic (e) of the theorem.
(f) Set (2.13) under the assumption p2 + q1 = 0 yields
c1 + c2 − c3 ∈ {0, 1,−1}
andEq. (2.20). It is easy toverify that Eq. (2.20) canbeequivalently expressed in termsofmatrices
T1, T2, T3 as
T1 = T2 = −T3.
Hence, replacing indexes “1”, “2” , “3” by “i”, “j”, “k” respectively, where i = j, i = k, j = k
for i, j, k = 1, 2, 3, leads to characteristic with (f) of the theorem. The same characteristic with
(f) can be given by dealing with set (2.15) or dealing with set (2.16) under the assumption of
p1 + q2 = 0 as well.
So far, the proof is complete. 
Next we want to make some further studies on the open problem (31) in Table 1.1, i.e., we demon-
strate some sufficient and necessary conditions ensuring that a linear combination of two involutory
matrices and a tripotent matrix that mutually commute is tripotent, which is obviously not included
in Theorem 2.2.
Theorem 2.3. Let T1, T2 ∈ CITn , T3 ∈ CTn with 0 < r(T3) < n mutually commute, i.e., satisfying
conditions (2.1). Moreover, let T be a linear combination of the form (1.1) with nonzero c1, c2, c3 ∈ C. Then
the following list comprises characterizations of all cases in which T is a tripotent matrix:
(a′) T1 = ±T2, 12 (Ti − Tj) = T3, hold along with
c1 + c2 ∈ {0, 1,−1}
and
ci − cj + c3 ∈ {0, 1,−1};
(b′) T1 = ±T2, 12 (Ti − Tj) = ±T3, 12 (Ti − Tj)T3 = T23 , hold along with
(ci, cj, ck) ∈
{(
1
2
,−1
2
,−1
)
,
(
−1
2
,
1
2
, 1
)
,
(
1
2
,−1
2
,−2
)
,
(
−1
2
,
1
2
, 2
)}
;
(c′) T1 = ±T2, 12 (Ti − Tj) = ±T3, [ 12 (T1 − T2)]2 = T23 , hold along with |c3| = 12 and
(ci, cj) ∈
{(
1
4
,−1
4
)
,
(
1
4
,
3
4
)
,
(
−1
4
,−3
4
)}
;
(d′) T1 = ±T2, 12 (T1 + T2) = T3, hold along with
c1 − c2 ∈ {0, 1,−1}
and
c1 + c2 + c3 ∈ {0, 1,−1};
(e′) T1 = ±T2, 12 (T1 + T2) = −T3, hold along with
c1 − c2 ∈ {0, 1,−1}
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and
c1 + c2 − c3 ∈ {0, 1,−1};
(f ′) T1 = ±T2, 12 (T1 + T2) = [ 12 (T1 + T2)]2T3, TiT3 = T23 hold along with
(ci, cj, c3) ∈
{(
3
2
,
1
2
,−1
)
,
(
1
2
,−1
2
,−1
)
,
(
−1
2
,
1
2
, 1
)
,
(
−3
2
,−1
2
, 1
)}
;
(g′) T1 = ±T2, − 12 (T1 + T2) = [ 12 (T1 + T2)]2T3, and −TiT3 = T23 hold along with
(ci, cj, c3) ∈ {
(
−1
2
,
1
2
,−1
)
,
(
−3
2
,−1
2
,−1
)
,
(
1
2
,−1
2
, 1
)
,
(
3
2
,
1
2
, 1
)
,
(
−3
2
,−1
2
,−2
)
, (−2,−1,−2),
(
3
2
,
1
2
, 2
)
, (2, 1, 2)};
(h′) T1 = ±T2, 12 (T1 + T2) = ±T3, 12 (T1 + T2)T3 = T23 , hold along with
(c1, c2, c3) ∈
{(
1
2
,
1
2
,−1
)
,
(
−1
2
,−1
2
, 1
)
,
(
1
2
,
1
2
,−2
)
,
(
−1
2
,−1
2
, 2
)}
;
(i′) T1 = ±T2, 12 (T1 + T2) = ±T3, 12 (T1 + T2)T3 = −T23 , hold along with
(c1, c2, c3) ∈
{(
1
2
,
1
2
, 1
)
,
(
−1
2
,−1
2
,−1
)
,
(
1
2
,
1
2
, 2
)
,
(
−1
2
,−1
2
,−2
)}
;
(j′) T1 = ±T2, 12 (Ti − Tj) = [ 12
(
Ti − Tj)]2T3, TiT3 = T23 hold along with
(ci, cj, c3) ∈ {
(
3
2
,−1
2
,−1
)
,
(
1
2
,
1
2
,−1
)
,
(
−3
2
,
1
2
, 1
)
,
(
−1
2
,−1
2
, 1
)
,
(
3
2
,−1
2
,−2
)
, (2,−1,−2),
(
−3
2
,
1
2
, 2
)
, (−2, 1, 2)};
(k′) T1 = ±T2, 12 (Ti − Tj) = [ 12
(
Ti − Tj)]2T3, −TjT3 = T23 hold along with
(ci, cj, c3) ∈ {
(
1
2
,
1
2
, 1
)
,
(
−1
2
,
3
2
, 1
)
,
(
1
2
,−3
2
,−1
)
,
(
−1
2
,−1
2
,−1
)
,
(
−1
2
,
3
2
, 2
)
, (−1, 2, 2),
(
1
2
,−3
2
,−2
)
, (1,−2,−2)};
(l′) T1 = ±T2, 12 (T1 + T2) = ±T3, [ 12 (T1 + T2)]2 = T23 , hold along with |c3| = 12 and
(ci, cj) ∈
{(
1
4
,
1
4
)
,
(
−1
4
,−1
4
)
,
(
1
4
,−3
4
)
,
(
3
4
,−1
4
)}
;
(m′) T1 = −T2,
(ci − cj, c3) ∈ {(1,−1), (−1, 1), (1,−2), (−1, 2)};
(n′) T1 = T2, T1T3 = T23 , hold along with
(c1 + c2, c3) ∈ {(1,−1), (−1, 1), (1,−2), (−1, 2)};
(o′) T1 = T2, T1T3 = −T23 , hold along with
(c1 + c2, c3) ∈ {(1, 1), (−1,−1), (1, 2), (−1,−2)},
where i = j and i, j = 1, 2.
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Proof. It is an easy job to verify the sufficiency of the theorem. In the following procedures, we would
like to tackle with the necessity. From representations (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9), it is apparent that the
tripotency of c1T1 + c2T2 + c3T3 is equivalent to the tripotency of both (c1 + c2)M + c3U′ and
(c1 − c2)N + c3V ′, with
M ∈ CITp1+q2 , N ∈ CITp2+q1 , U′ ∈ CTp1+q2 , V ′ ∈ CTp2+q1
and
0 < r(U′) + r(V ′) < n.
In the first step of the proof, (c1 + c2)M + c3U′ is tripotent if and only if any of the following six sets
of conditions (2.22)–(2.27) holds:
U′ = 0, c1 + c2 ∈ {0, 1,−1}; (2.22)
M = U′, c1 + c2 + c3 ∈ {0, 1,−1}; (2.23)
M = −U′, c1 + c2 − c3 ∈ {0, 1,−1}; (2.24)
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
U′ = MU′2(⇐⇒ MU′ = U′2),
c1 + c2 = 1, c3 = −1 or c1 + c2 = −1, c3 = 1 or
c1 + c2 = 1, c3 = −2 or c1 + c2 = −1, c3 = 2;
(2.25)
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
U′ = −MU′2(⇐⇒ MU′ = −U′2),
c1 + c2 = 1, c3 = 1 or c1 + c2 = −1, c3 = −1 or
c1 + c2 = 1, c3 = 2 or c1 + c2 = −1, c3 = −2;
(2.26)
U′2 = Ip1+q2 , |c1 + c2| = |c3| =
1
2
. (2.27)
Sets (2.22)–(2.24) constitute characterizations of situations inwhich a scalarmultiple of a tripotent
matrix is also tripotent, while sets (2.25)–(2.27) follow from Lemma 2.1.
In the second step of the proof, it is obvious that matrix (c1 − c2)N + c3V ′ is tripotent if and only
if any of the following six sets of conditions (2.28)–(2.33) holds:
V ′ = 0, c1 − c2 ∈ {0, 1,−1}; (2.28)
N = V ′, c1 − c2 + c3 ∈ {0, 1,−1}; (2.29)
N = −V ′, c2 − c1 + c3 ∈ {0, 1,−1}; (2.30)
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
V ′ = NV ′2(⇐⇒ NV ′ = V ′2),
c1 − c2 = 1, c3 = −1 or c1 − c2 = −1, c3 = 1 or
c1 − c2 = 1, c3 = −2 or c1 − c2 = −1, c3 = 2;
(2.31)
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
V ′ = −NV ′2(⇐⇒ NV ′ = −V ′2),
c1 − c2 = 1, c3 = 1 or c1 − c2 = −1, c3 = −1 or
c1 − c2 = 1, c3 = 2 or c1 − c2 = −1, c3 = −2;
(2.32)
V ′2 = Ip2+q1 , |c1 − c2| = |c3| =
1
2
. (2.33)
Sets (2.28)–(2.30) constitute characterizations of situations inwhich a scalarmultiple of a tripotent
matrix is also tripotent, while sets (2.31)–(2.33) follow from Lemma 2.1.
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In the next step of the proof, we establish the necessary and sufficient conditions ensuring that
(c1 + c2)M + c3U′ and (c1 − c2)N + c3V ′ are both tripotent. This aim is accomplished by combining
each of the six characterizations (2.22)–(2.27) with each of the six characterizations (2.28)–(2.33).
Observe that set (2.22) and set (2.28) cannot hold simultaneously since 0 < r(U′) + r(V ′) < n.
Due to the same reason, any of the three sets (2.23), (2.24), (2.27) and any of the three sets (2.29),
(2.30), (2.33) cannot hold simultaneously. Then, note that any of the three sets (2.25), (2.26), (2.27)
and any of the three sets (2.31), (2.32), (2.33) cannot hold simultaneously due to ci = 0, i = 1, 2, 3. In
consequence, only eighteen conjunctions of characterizations remain to be considered.
Now it is enough for us to complete this proof by dealing with (a′)–(o′) separately.
(a′) Combining sets (2.22) and (2.29) yields
c1 + c2 ∈ {0, 1,−1}, c1 − c2 + c3 ∈ {0, 1,−1}
and
U′ = 0,N = V ′. (2.34)
We can verify that Eq. (2.34) can be equivalently expressed in terms of matrices T1, T2, T3 as
1
2
(Ti − Tj) = T3
with
T1 = ±T2
under the assumptions p1 + q2 = 0 and p2 + q1 = 0. Hence, replacing indexes “1” , “2” by “i”,
“j” respectively, where i = j for i, j = 1, 2, leads to characteristic (a′) of the theorem, which can
be also obtained by combining sets (2.22) and (2.30).
(b′) Combining sets (2.22) and (2.31) yields
(c1, c2, c3) ∈
{(
1
2
,−1
2
,−1
)
,
(
−1
2
,
1
2
, 1
)
,
(
1
2
,−1
2
,−2
)
,
(
−1
2
,
1
2
, 2
)}
and
V ′N = V ′2, U′ = 0. (2.35)
It is easy to verify that Eq. (2.35) can be equivalently expressed in terms of matrices T1, T2, T3 as
1
2
(T1 − T2)T3 = T23
with
T1 = ±T2
and
1
2
(T1 − T2) = ±T3
under the assumptions p1 + q2 = 0 and p2 + q1 = 0. Hence, replacing indexes “1” , “2” by “i”,
“j” respectively, where i = j for i, j = 1, 2, leads to characteristic (b′) of the theorem, which can
be also obtained by combining sets (2.22) and (2.32).
(c′) Combining sets (2.22) and (2.33) yields |c3| = 12 and
(ci, cj) ∈
{(
1
4
,−1
4
)
,
(
1
4
,
3
4
)
,
(
−1
4
,−3
4
)}
,
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where i = j for i, j = 1, 2 and
V ′2 = Ip2+q1 ,U′ = 0. (2.36)
Eq. (2.36) can be equivalently expressed in terms of matrices T1, T2, T3 as[
1
2
(T1 − T2)
]2
= T23
with
T1 = ±T2
and
1
2
(T1 − T2) = ±T3
under the assumptions p1 + q2 = 0 and p2 + q1 = 0. Hence, it leads to characteristic (c′) of
the theorem.
(d′) Combining sets (2.23) and (2.28) yields
c1 − c2 ∈ {0, 1,−1}, c1 + c2 + c3 ∈ {0, 1,−1}
and
M = U′, V ′ = 0. (2.37)
It needs only a simple verification that Eq. (2.37) can be equivalently expressed in terms of
matrices T1, T2, T3 as
1
2
(T1 + T2) = T3
with
T1 = ±T2
under the assumptions p1 + q2 = 0 and p2 + q1 = 0. Hence, it leads to characteristic (d′) of
the theorem.
(e′) Combining sets (2.24) and (2.28) yields
c1 − c2 ∈ {0, 1,−1}, c1 + c2 − c3 ∈ {0, 1,−1}
and
M = −U′, V ′ = 0. (2.38)
It needs only a simple verification that Eq. (2.38) can be equivalently expressed in terms of
matrices T1, T2, T3 as
1
2
(T1 + T2) = −T3
with
T1 = ±T2
under the assumptions p1 + q2 = 0 and p2 + q1 = 0. Hence, it leads to characteristic (e′) of
the theorem.
(f ′) Combining sets (2.23) and (2.31) yields
(c1, c2, c3) ∈
{(
3
2
,
1
2
,−1
)
,
(
1
2
,−1
2
,−1
)
,
(
−1
2
,
1
2
, 1
)
,
(
−3
2
,−1
2
, 1
)}
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and
MU′ = −U′2. (2.39)
Eq. (2.39) can be equivalently expressed in terms of matrices T1, T2, T3 as
1
2
(T1 + T2) =
[
1
2
(T1 + T2)
]2
T3
and
T1T3 = T23
with
T1 = ±T2
under the assumptions p1 + q2 = 0 and p2 + q1 = 0. Hence, replacing indexes “1” , “2” by “i”,
“j” respectively, where i = j for i, j = 1, 2, leads to characteristic (f ′) of the theorem, which can
be also obtained by combining sets (2.23) and (2.32).
(g′) Combining sets (2.24) and (2.31) yields
(c2, c1, c3) ∈ {
(
−1
2
,
1
2
,−1
)
,
(
−3
2
,−1
2
,−1
)
,
(
1
2
,−1
2
, 1
)
,
(
3
2
,
1
2
, 1
)
,
(
−3
2
,−1
2
,−2
)
, (−2,−1,−2),
(
3
2
,
1
2
, 2
)
, (2, 1, 2)}
and
M = −U′, V ′N = V ′2. (2.40)
Eq. (2.40) can be equivalently expressed in terms of matrices T1, T2, T3 as
−1
2
(T1 + T2) =
[
1
2
(T1 + T2)
]2
T3
and
−T2T3 = T23
with
T1 = ±T2
under the assumptions p1 + q2 = 0 and p2 + q1 = 0. Hence, replacing indexes “1” , “2” by “i”,
“j” respectively, where i = j for i, j = 1, 2, leads to characteristic (g′) of the theorem, which can
be also obtained by combining sets (2.24) and (2.32).
(h′) Combining sets (2.25) and (2.28) yields
(c1, c2, c3) ∈
{(
1
2
,
1
2
,−1
)
,
(
−1
2
,−1
2
, 1
)
,
(
1
2
,
1
2
,−2
)
,
(
−1
2
,−1
2
, 2
)}
and
U′M = U′2, V ′ = 0. (2.41)
It only needs a simple verification that Eq. (2.41) can be equivalently expressed in terms of
matrices T1, T2, T3 as
1
2
(T1 + T2)T3 = T23
with
T1 = ±T2
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and
1
2
(T1 + T2) = ±T3
under the assumptions p1 + q2 = 0 and p2 + q1 = 0. Hence, it leads to characteristic (h′) of
the theorem.
(i′) Combining sets (2.26) and (2.28) yields
(c1, c2, c3) ∈
{(
1
2
,
1
2
, 1
)
,
(
−1
2
,−1
2
,−1
)
,
(
1
2
,
1
2
, 2
)
,
(
−1
2
,−1
2
,−2
)}
and
U′M = −U′2, V ′ = 0. (2.42)
It only needs a simple verification that Eq. (2.42) can be equivalently expressed in terms of
matrices T1, T2, T3 as
1
2
(T1 + T2)T3 = −T23
with
T1 = ±T2
and
1
2
(T1 + T2) = ±T3
under the assumptions p1 + q2 = 0 and p2 + q1 = 0. Hence, it leads to characteristic (i′) of the
theorem.
(j′) Combining sets (2.25) and (2.29) yields
(c1, c2, c3) ∈
{(
3
2
,−1
2
,−1
)
,
(
1
2
,
1
2
,−1
)
,
(
−3
2
,
1
2
, 1
)
,
(
−1
2
,−1
2
, 1
)
,
(
3
2
,−1
2
,−2
)
, (2,−1,−2),
(
−3
2
,
1
2
, 2
)
, (−2, 1, 2)
}
and
U′M = U′2, N = V ′. (2.43)
Eq. (2.43) can be equivalently expressed in terms of matrices T1, T2, T3 as
1
2
(T1 − T2) =
[
1
2
(T1 − T2)
]2
T3
and
T1T3 = T23
with
T1 = ±T2
under the assumptions p1 + q2 = 0 and p2 + q1 = 0. Hence, replacing indexes “1” , “2” by “i”,
“j” respectively, where i = j for i, j = 1, 2, leads to characteristic (j′) of the theorem, which can
be also obtained by combining sets (2.25) and (2.30).
(k′) Combining sets (2.26) and (2.29) yields
(c1, c2, c3) ∈
{(
1
2
,
1
2
, 1
)
,
(
−1
2
,
3
2
, 1
)
,
(
1
2
,−3
2
,−1
)
,
(
−1
2
,−1
2
,−1
)
,
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(
−1
2
,
3
2
, 2
)
, (−1, 2, 2),
(
1
2
,−3
2
,−2
)
, (1,−2,−2)
}
and
U′M = −U′2, N = V ′. (2.44)
Eq. (2.44) can be equivalently expressed in terms of matrices T1, T2, T3 as
1
2
(T1 − T2) =
[
1
2
(T2 − T2)
]2
T3
and
−T2T3 = T23
with
T1 = ±T2
under the assumptions p1 + q2 = 0 and p2 + q1 = 0. Hence, replacing indexes “1” , “2” by “i”,
“j” respectively, where i = j for i, j = 1, 2, leads to characteristic (k′) of the theorem, which can
be also obtained by combining sets (2.26) and (2.30).
(l′) Combining sets (2.27) and (2.28) yields |c3| = 12 ,
(ci, cj) ∈
{(
1
4
,
1
4
)
,
(
−1
4
,−1
4
)
,
(
1
4
,−3
4
)
,
(
3
4
,−1
4
)}
and
U′2 = Ip1+q2 , V ′ = 0. (2.45)
It only needs a simple verification that Eq. (2.45) can be equivalently expressed in terms of
matrices T1, T2, T3 as[
1
2
(T1 + T2)
]2
= T23
with
T1 = ±T2
and
1
2
(T1 + T2) = ±T3
under the assumptions p1 + q2 = 0 and p2 + q1 = 0. Hence, it leads to characteristic (l′) of the
theorem.
(m′) Set (2.31) under the assumption p1 + q2 = 0 yields
(c1 − c2, c3) ∈ {(1,−1), (−1, 1), (1,−2), (−1, 2)};
and
V ′N = V ′2. (2.46)
Eq. (2.46) can be equivalently expressed in terms of matrices T1, T2, T3 as
T1 = −T2
and
T1T3 = T23 .
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Hence, replacing indexes “1” , “2” by “i”, “j” respectively, where i = j for i, j = 1, 2, leads to
characteristic (m′) of the theorem, which can be also obtained by dealing with set (2.31).
(n′) Set (2.25) under the assumption p2 + q1 = 0 yields
(c1 + c2, c3) ∈ {(1,−1), (−1, 1), (1,−2), (−1, 2)}
and
U′M = U′2. (2.47)
Eq. (2.47) can be equivalently expressed in terms of matrices T1, T2, T3 as
T1 = T2
and
T1T3 = T23 .
Hence, it leads to characteristic (n′) of the theorem.
(o′) Set (2.26) under the assumption p2 + q1 = 0 yields
(c1 + c2, c3) ∈ {(1, 1), (−1,−1), (1, 2), (−1,−2)}
and
U′M = U′2. (2.48)
Eq. (2.48) can be equivalently expressed in terms of matrices T1, T2, T3 as
T1 = T2
and
T1T3 = −T23 .
Hence, it leads to characteristic (o′) of the theorem.
So far, the proof is complete. 
Remark 2.4. If any of the three matrices T1, T2, T3 is 0, then all the possible cases such that a linear
combination T in form of (1.1) is a tripotent matrix can be obtained as a corollary of Lemma 2.1.
Remark 2.5. Let T1, T2 ∈ CITn , T3 ∈ CTn , mutually commute, i.e., satisfying conditions (2.1). Moreover,
let T be a linear combination of the form (1.1), with nonzero c1, c2, c3 ∈ C. Then Theorems 2.2 and 2.3,
together with a corollary of Lemma 2.1 stated in Remark 2.4 depict the characterizations of all cases
in which T is a tripotent matrix.
Remark 2.6. Being of particular interest from the point of view of possible applications in statistics,
if every Ti is Hermitian, for i = 1, 2, 3, i.e., T1, T2, T3 ∈ CUITn , Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 still hold.
Example 2.7. We give some simple examples to illustrate that there exist specific matrices satisfying
conditions in Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 respectively. For convenience, we denote by Ai the 4 × 4 matrix
with the i-diagonal entry being one and all the other entries being zero, for i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
For Theorem 2.2, we have T = c1T1 + c2T2 + c3T3 as follows:
(a)
(A1 − A4) = 1
4
(A1 + A2 − A3 − A4) + 1
4
(A1 + A2 − A3 − A4) + 1
2
(A1 − A2 + A3 − A4)
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(b)
(A1 −A3 −A4) = (A1 +A2 −A3 −A4)+ 1
2
(A1 −A2 +A3 −A4)− 1
2
(A1 +A2 +A3 −A4)
(c)
(A1+A2−A4) = 1
2
(−A1+A2+A3+A4)+ 1
2
(A1−A2+A3−A4)+ (A1+A2−A3−A4)
(d)
(A1 − A4) = 1
2
(A1 + A2 − A3 − A4) + (A1 − A2 + A3 − A4) + 1
2
(−A1 + A2 − A3 + A4)
(e)
(A1+A2−A3−A4) = (A1+A2−A3−A4)+ 1
3
(A1+A2−A3−A4)+ 1
3
(A1+A2−A3−A4)
(f)
0 = 1
2
(A1 + A2 − A3 − A4) + 1
2
(A1 + A2 − A3 − A4) + (−A1 − A2 + A3 + A4)
For Theorem 2.3, we have T = c1T1 + c2T2 + c3T3 as follows:
(a′)
0 = 1
2
(A1 + A2 − A3 − A4) − 1
2
(A1 − A2 + A3 − A4) − (A2 − A3)
(b′)
−A3 = 1
2
(A1 + A2 − A3 − A4) − 1
2
(A1 − A2 + A3 − A4) − A2
(c′)
A2 = 1
4
(A1 + A2 − A3 − A4) − 1
4
(A1 − A2 + A3 − A4) + 1
2
(A2 + A3)
(d′)
0 = 1
2
(A1 + A2 − A3 − A4) + 1
2
(A1 − A2 + A3 − A4) − (A1 − A4)
(e′)
0 = 1
2
(A1 + A2 − A3 − A4) + 1
2
(A1 − A2 + A3 − A4) + 1
2
(−A1 + A4)
(f ′)
(−A1 − A3 + A4) = 1
2
(A1 + A2 − A3 − A4) − 1
2
(A1 − A2 + A3 − A4) − (A1 + A2 − A4)
(g′)
(A1 − A3 − A4) = 1
2
(A1 + A2 − A3 − A4) − 1
2
(A1 − A2 + A3 − A4) − (−A1 + A2 − A4)
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(h′)
−A4 = 1
2
(A1 + A2 − A3 − A4) + 1
2
(A1 − A2 + A3 − A4) − A1
(i′)
−A4 = 1
2
(A1 + A2 − A3 − A4) + 1
2
(A1 − A2 + A3 − A4) + (−A1)
(j′)
(−A2 + A3 − A4) = 1
2
(A1 + A2 − A3 − A4) + 1
2
(A1 − A2 + A3 − A4) − (A1 + A2 − A3)
(k′)
(A2 − A3 − A4) = 1
2
(A1 + A2 − A3 − A4) + 1
2
(A1 − A2 + A3 − A4) + (−A1 + A2 − A3)
(l′)
A1 = 1
4
(A1 + A2 − A3 − A4) + 1
4
(A1 − A2 + A3 − A4) + 1
2
(A1 + A4)
(m′)
(−A3 − A4) = 2(A1 + A2 − A3 − A4) + (−A1 − A2 + A3 + A4) − (A1 + A2)
(n′)
(−A2 − A4) = 1
2
(A1 − A2 + A3 − A4) + 1
2
(A1 − A2 + A3 − A4) − (A1 + A3)
(o′)
(−A2 − A4) = 1
2
(A1 − A2 + A3 − A4) + 1
2
(A1 − A2 + A3 − A4) + (−A1 − A3)
Remark 2.8. Although in this paper we have not conquered the problems (32) and (33), we give a
general idea of dealing with them. It is only a case of more complicated calculations. Thus if enough
patience is given, they may be not that terrible to tackle with. Besides, the two theorems in this paper
are the necessary foundations to solve the open problems mentioned above.
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